In T(x) ~(x-$)]nx-x + hln2* + ¿¿r..
r=l X
With the remainder of the series made very small, the accuracy of In r(x) depends primarily on the accuracy of In 2ir, In x, and the Cr. Uhler [3, 4] has published the In x for all primes through 101, as well as the In tr, to more than 100 significant figures. Uhler has also calculated the Cr to over 100 significant figures [5] .
The recursion formula for the Gamma function (2) T(x + 1) = xY{x)
can be extended to
where (x)n is the Pochhammer-Barnes symbol
If we take the logarithm of Eq. (3), n-l (5) InrO + n) = lnr(a;) + T,ln(x + j).
Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (5) gives, after solving for In T(x), (6) in F (,) ~ X(.) + g j-^ , where «-i (7) \(x) = (x + n-è)ln(a; + n) -( x + n) +Jln27r-~Z,^(x+j).
The term \(x) is calculated quite easily by hand, and it is not difficult to calculate In r(a;) from Eq. (6) with a digital computer.
To calculate T(x), let In r(f ) = .30315 02751 47523 56867 58628 17372 01104.
It was possible to examine round-off and truncation errors at each step in the calculation. The final relative error was less than ±3 X 10~35 in each case.
As a final independent check, the values of r(f ) and r(|) were put into (ii) r(i)r(|)--^.
The error analysis was consistent with this identity.
